Introduction
Information about the nucleosynthesis and the ejection mechanism in novae can be essentially deduced from gamma-ray emission originating from electronpositron annihilations at 511 keV following the β + decay of 18 F. A precise interpretation of the measurements performed by γ-astronomy detectors relies on an accurate knowledge of the destruction modes of 18 F in novae. In this context, 18 F(p,α) 15 O is believed to be the most relevant reaction [1, 2] .
The typical temperature range in novae is of the order of (1 − 4) × 10 8 K. Consequently, 19 Ne resonances relevant in the burning process are located in an interval of about 1 MeV above the 18 F+p threshold (Q = 6.41 MeV) [1, 3] . Many uncertainties remain on the determination of the 18 F(p,α) 15 O reaction rate at these energies. Until now, the astrophysical S-factor has been essentially calculated as a sum of contributions of individual states (see, however, Ref. [4] , where interference effects are discussed). Among those resonances, only two of them seem to be reasonably well understood. A 3/2 + state at E x = 7.07 MeV (E cm = 0.66 MeV) is an s wave, and is known to be a single particle state, with a large spectroscopic factor [5, 6] . It has been widely investigated in the literature, through transfer [7] [8] [9] or elastic [10, 11] reactions, or with indirect methods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . On the other hand, the existence of a 3/2 − state at E cm = 0.33 MeV [14] is now well established but, owing to its p-wave nature, plays a role in a limited temperature range only.
Some experiments focus on the 19 F mirror nucleus, and derive 19 Ne properties by assuming charge symmetry on the reduced widths and spectroscopic factors. In this case, in addition to the experimental difficulties inherent to each technique, a theoretical uncertainty may arise from the use of charge symmetry. The Q values in both nuclei are quite different and Coulomb effects are expected to be non-negligible. This paper is devoted to a microscopic study of the 18 F(p,α) 15 O reaction at stellar energies. The theoretical framework combines a large-scale variational basis (Extended Two Cluster Model -ETCM) and a new interaction (Extended Volkov Interaction -EVI) (see Refs. [19, 20] and references therein). Microscopic cluster models [21] are known to be well adapted to the description of reactions relevant in astrophysics, which involve low-energy cross sections and radioactive nuclei. Antisymmetrization between all nucleons, center-ofmass motion, good quantum numbers and boundary conditions are exactly treated. Bound, resonant and scattering states of the system are described in a unified way through the microscopic R-Matrix method [22] allowing a direct calculation of radiative-capture and transfer cross sections. Furthermore the small number of parameters involved gives them a significant predictive power.
Previously, the same model has been successfully applied to the study of the 13 C(α,n) 16 O transfer reaction [20] . The ETCM provides a large variational space and the EVI improves the hamiltonian by introducing an additional degree of freedom. In the case of transfer reactions, the threshold between the entrance and exit channels and another important property such as the location of a state can be then reproduced simultaneously. 18 Ne, and 15 O nuclei are described by clusters involving major s, p and sd harmonic oscillator shells. Consequently, the GCM wave function is expanded over many channels. The large variational basis obtained in this way is expected to provide a good description of the asymptotic conditions of the reaction and of some resonances relevant in the 18 F(p,α) 15 O cross section.
Of course the applicability of microscopic models is essentially limited by the level density. In the present case, owing to the large Q value, and to the low isospin, the level density near threshold is significant (typically a few levels per MeV). Consequently a microscopic approach cannot be expected to reproduce all relevant resonances. The present work is more an exploring study of the reaction than an exhaustive review of resonance properties. We essentially focus on the 1/2 + and 3/2 + states, which correspond to the s waves in the 18 F+p motion.
In Section 2, we briefly present the model, and emphasize the definition of the spectroscopic factors. Charge symmetry effects are analyzed in Section 3, before the analysis of the 18 F(p,α) 15 O S factor. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
The microscopic model

Wave functions
The wave functions are defined in the Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) which assumes a cluster structure for the A-nucleon system [21] . In a given partial wave JM π, the wave function of the system is given by a superposition of 18 F+p, 15 O+α and 18 Ne+n cluster wave functions, each channel involving various excited states (see Ref. [19] for details). More precisely the wave function is given by
where the sums run over all internal states. The 18 F and 18 Ne wave functions are defined in the sd shell model with all configurations allowed by the Pauli principle. For 15 O, we use a closed p shell with one hole. This procedure provides various states which are presented in Table 1 .
In a two-cluster theory, each component of Eq. (1) is written as Table 1 Shell-model states included in the two-cluster GCM basis. The bracketed values correspond to the number of states for a given spin.
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where (I 1 , I 2 ) are the spin of the colliding nuclei in channel α (α refers to the partition and to the excitation level), I is the channel spin, and the relative angular momentum. In Eq. (2), g Jπ α I (ρ) is the radial function depending on the relative coordinate ρ, and A is the antisymmetrization operator. In the GCM, these radial wave functions are expanded over displaced gaussian functions, which makes Eq. (2) equivalent to a combination of projected Slater determinants, well adapted to numerical calculations. The gaussian basis functions are centered at different locations called the generator coordinates (see Ref. [21] for more information). In the GCM, the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function (2) is of course gaussian. This is corrected by the microscopic R-matrix method [22] which restores the coulombian dependence of the wave function.
A key issue in the treatment of transfer reactions is the threshold problem. When the internal wave functions and the nucleon-nucleon interaction are chosen, the model is parameter free, and the thresholds are an output of the theory. We have recently developed a new nucleon-nucleon interaction [19] based on the Volkov force, but with more flexibility. This force allows to constrain a threshold, and to keep one parameter to reproduce some important property of the system, such as the energy of a resonance. The choice of the interaction will be specified in Section 3. The 18 F and 18 Ne/ 18 O energy spectra have been already discussed in Ref. [19] . Although the interaction adopted here is slightly different, the present spectra are very similar to those of Ref. [19] .
Spectroscopic factors
In a microscopic cluster model, the radial wave functions g 
where N Jπ (ρ, ρ ) is the overlap kernel [23, 24] , which is computed numerically according to the method proposed by Varga and Lovas [25] . From these functions, we derive the spectroscopic factors in a given (α I) channel by
The spectroscopic factor measures the contribution of a given channel in a many-body wave function. A large value indicates a dominant cluster structure in this channel. Notice that, in most experimental works, the spectroscopic factor is based on simple potential-model wave functions. Physical solutions (in DWBA expressions, for example) are approximated bỹ
where g Jπ pot (ρ) is derived from some potential. In addition to uncertainties related to the choice of the potential, the definition itself of the spectroscopic factor is different. Although both approaches should provide qualitatively consistent results, a precise comparison is often difficult (see, for example, Ref. [26] ).
Application to
18 F(p,α) 15 O and to the 19 Ne spectroscopy
Conditions of the calculation
As mentioned previously, the GCM basis functions involve 18 F+p, 18 Ne+n and 15 O+α (or mirror) configurations with, for each heavy nucleus, several excited states. In the treatment of transfer reactions, reproducing the Q value is a key issue, and we use the EVI [19] complemented by a zero-range spinorbit interaction [27, 19] with the amplitude S 0 as free parameter. The three parameters of the interaction are determined as follows: S 0 is fitted on the
; the remaining parameters are fitted on the 18 F(p,α) 15 O experimental threshold, and on the energy of the 3/2 + resonance in 19 Ne (E x = 7.07 MeV, E cm = 0.66 MeV) which is known to be a single-particle state [5] , accurately described by a 18 F+p model. This provides W = 0.7661, M = 0.2339, B = −0.52, H = 0.52 as EVI parameters.
The oscillator parameter, common to all clusters, is chosen as b = 1.6 fm, which represents a compromise between their r.m.s. radii and their binding energies. The generator coordinates are taken from R = 2.4 fm to R = 10.8 fm with a constant step of 1.4 fm. In the R-matrix calculations, we use a channel radius a = 10.1 fm. Large values are necessary to make sure that antisymmetrization effects and nuclear contributions between the clusters are negligible, as required by the R-matrix method. As soon as these conditions are satisfied, the physical results do not depend on the channel radius.
Discussion of Coulomb effects
The use of charge symmetry is widely used in the literature to deduce spectroscopic properties of 19 Ne states from the mirror nucleus 19 F. Here we want to address two important issues: (i) a test of the ability of the GCM to account for Coulomb shifts; this is done on low-lying states where the level scheme of both nuclei is firmly established. (ii) To compute reduced widths and spectroscopic factors of 19 Ne and 19 F; as the model includes the Coulomb force exactly, this will test the accuracy of the charge-symmetry assumption on these quantities. This assumption is used in indirect methods, where the measurements deal with spectroscopic information on the 19 F nucleus.
Concerning item (i), we have readjusted the nucleon-nucleon interaction individually for well known 19 F positive-parity low-lying states of 19 F. Then the theoretical 19 Ne energy is determined with the same nuclear interaction. This allows to quantify the precision of the method to deduce 19 Ne energies. The results are given in Table 2 , which shows that the difference between theory and experiment is at most 0.14 MeV. It is reasonable to assume that a similar accuracy can be expected for more excited states, near the proton threshold. Let us now discuss spectroscopic factors and reduced widths. We consider here 1/2 + and 3/2 + states, as mentioned previously. In each case, we have a strongly bound state, a resonance, and a state located near threshold. In Table 3 , we present the spectroscopic factors in various channels. The lowlying 1/2 + and 3/2 + states have similar spectroscopic factors in the three 6 partitions. This is not surprising in an antisymmetric model: for compact states, different configurations may describe equally well the wave function. For 19 F, the spectroscopic factors in the proton channel are in qualitative agreement with the values of Iliadis and Wiescher [26] obtained in various models. The second GCM levels correspond to α cluster states, well known in cluster theories [28, 29] , and characterized by large α spectroscopic factors.
As expected [5] , the 7.07 MeV state in 19 Ne presents a large spectroscopic factor in the proton channel. Note however that the theoretical definition of the spectroscopic factor (4) might give slightly different results from the method based on the potential model. This was already pointed out by Iliadis and Wiescher [26] who compare spectroscopic factors deduced from the shell model, from DWBA analysis, and from the potential model. Using a Woods-Saxon potential, Fortune and Sherr [5, 6] recommend slightly lower values (S p (0) = 0.49 ± 0.03), but the single-particle character of this resonance is confirmed by the GCM. A 1/2 + state presents the same properties, and is expected to have some influence on the
Concerning charge symmetry, the GCM shows that the spectroscopic factors in 19 F and 19 Ne are very close to each other, even in less important configurations. This supports the assumption of charge symmetry in DWBA analyses (see for example [15] ). Table 3 Proton, neutron and α spectroscopic factors for the first three GCM states in 19 F and 19 Ne. The values are given in brackets. Energies E x (in MeV) correspond to the experimental values.
19 Reduced widths are presented in Table 4 . They are calculated at the R-matrix channel a = 10.1 fm. Reduced widths represent a useful complement to spectroscopic factors: up to a simple factor, they provide the wave function evaluated at ρ = a. Conversely, the spectroscopic factors are obtained from an integral of the wave functions over the whole space. We therefore expect that charge symmetry is less good in reduced widths as, by definition of the R matrix channel, the interaction is dominated by the Coulomb force. This property is confirmed by the results displayed in . At large distances, where the reduced widths are evaluated, the wave functions behave quite differently. The differences should decrease at larger channel radii, but the R-matrix requirements would not be satisfied. Our work therefore suggests that the charge-symmetry approximation should not be used for reduced widths. Table 4 Proton, neutron and α reduced widths (at 10.1 fm) for the first three GCM states in 19 F and 19 Ne. Superscripts represent to the power of 10. All energies are expressed in MeV.
19 Our goal in this work is essentially to discuss the 18 F(p,α) 15 O cross section, in the framework of a microscopic approach. We do not intend to discuss the level schemes in detail. Here we focus on two specific partial waves, J = 1/2 + and J = 3/2 + , which correspond to s waves and which, consequently, are
Let us start with a discussion of Fig. 1 , where we compare 1/2 + states derived from the GCM, and observed experimentally [3, 12, 16, 18] The GCM energy of the ground states are in fair agreement with experiment (within 0.2 MeV). The spectroscopic factors in the p and α channels are similar (see Table 3 ). The second GCM 1/2 + state presents a dominant component in the 4+15 channel, as indicated by the large spectroscopic factors. Experimentally, the 5.94 MeV state in 19 F is known to be an α+ 15 N state, and has been discussed in previous single-channel α+ 15 N cluster models [28, 29] . The GCM gives rise to a third 1/2 + resonance, at E x = 8.3 MeV. Its width (Γ GCM = 180 keV) suggests that the experimental counterpart is the 8.65 MeV state (Γ exp ≈ 300 keV). The predicted energy is quite close to the experimental value. Table 3 ). From theoretical arguments, this state can be considered as a single-particle state, similar to the 3/2 + (7.07 MeV) level in 19 Ne. Although it should play a role in the cross section, as s-wave resonance, it has not been identified yet in 19 Ne. (ii) Comparing the theoretical and experimental 19 F spectra indicates that three levels are missing in the GCM. Although they are not observed in 19 Ne they might also contribute to the 18 F(p,α) 15 O S-factor. As they are not described by the present two-cluster model, which includes many configurations, these states should have a more complicated structure, such as a three-body structure. It is consequently reasonable to assume that their spectroscopic factors in the p and α channels should be small, and that their role in the cross section should be of minor importance. Let us now discuss 3/2 + states, displayed in Fig. 2 . As for J = 1/2 + , they correspond to s waves. The nucleon-nucleon interaction has been fitted on the energy of the 7.07 MeV resonance in 19 Ne, well known to be a single particle state, and hence well adapted to a 18 F+p model. Its proton and α widths are calculated as Γ p = 26 keV, and Γ α = 9 keV. This provides a ratio Γ p /Γ = 0.74 somewhat higher than experimentally, but the resonance strength ωγ = 4Γ p Γ α /6Γ = 4.5 keV is consistent with the data (see Ref. [9] for a review). As expected we find low-lying 3/2 + states, members of the K = 1/2 + ground-state band in both nuclei. Without any fitting procedure the GCM energies are quite close to the experimental values. Table 3 shows that the 18 F+n ( 18 F+p) configuration is dominant, but the α channel also plays a role.
The second 3/2 + GCM state corresponds to an α-cluster molecular resonance, well known for many years [28, 29] . As explained previously, the third GCM resonance is assigned to the 7.07 MeV state in 19 Ne. This state determines the 18 F(p,α) 15 O S factor in a wide energy range. As pointed out by Fortune and Sherr [5] , the mirror level in 19 F has not been observed. Fortune and Sherr suggest that the Coulomb shift should be quite large, owing to the large spectroscopic factor. This is confirmed by our microscopic approach, which suggests its energy near E x = 7.9 MeV (Fortune and Sherr propose E x = 7.4 ± 0.1 MeV). Such a large Coulomb shift is typical of s waves with a large reduced width [30] .
From an experimental point of view, many 3/2 + states are known in 19 F up to 8 MeV. Although the cluster theory does reproduce three of them, some other states are missing. An obvious drawback of the model is that the 3/2 + doublets near 6.5 MeV cannot be described, although their states are very near the 18 F+p threshold in 19 Ne. This problem is well known in cluster models: it arises from the limited number of configurations. When a resonance is missing in the GCM, it should correspond to other cluster configurations, such as threebody structures or other two-body arrangements. This means that the 18 F+p and α+ 15 O configurations, included in the model, should play a minor role, and that the spectroscopic factors in these channels should be significantly lower than the values shown in Table 3 . This argument is supported experimentally by the very small Coulomb shifts.
Concerning missing states, it is worth mentioning the experimental 3/2 19 Ne reaction rates, as they are located near the α threshold. Previous α+ 15 N (α+ 15 O) cluster studies concluded that these states do not present an α structure and that, consequently, the reduced α widths should be quite small [29] . They are still missing here, although many additional channels are included. This result seems to support the suggestion of Ref. [29] , i.e. that the missing 3/2 + states might belong to a band with a more deformed structure, such as 12 C+ 7 Li ( 12 C+ 7 Be).
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The determination of the scattering wave function and of the collision matrix is performed within the R-matrix theory, which exactly accounts for boundary conditions. The transfer cross section from the proton to the α channel is defined as
where (I 1 = 1, I 2 = 1/2) are the spins of the colliding nuclei, Jπ are the total spin and parity, and k is the wave number in the entrance channel. This definition is valid for resonant as well as for non-resonant processes, and only depends on the collision matrix U Jπ . The transfer cross section is deduced from non-diagonal elements of the collision matrix: ( I) are the angular momentum and channel spin in the entrance channel, whereas ( I ) are the corresponding values in the exit channel.
In the present calculation, only s-waves are included, which means that the summation over Jπ in Eq. (6) is limited to Jπ = 1/2 + and 3/2 + . The first step is to determine the transfer cross section from the GCM wave functions. Then, as some states are missing or slightly shifted with respect to experiment, we will use the ability of the R-matrix theory to combine GCM results with experimental information. The GCM S-factor is shown in Fig. 3 . Near the 3/2 + resonance, the agreement with the data is excellent, as only the energy has been fitted by the N N interaction. Below 0.3 MeV, the 3/2 + contribution presents an interference pattern, due to other 3/2 + resonances. The 1/2 + contribution is essentially determined by the properties of a broad resonance near 1 MeV, and of subthreshold state (see Fig. 1 ). One should of course keep in mind that some 3/2 + states are missing in the region 0-0.5 MeV, but our calculation suggests that the 1/2 + partial wave plays an important role.
This S-factor can be considered as a fair estimate, but some resonances are missing, and others are not located at the experimental energy. To improve the accuracy on the theoretical S-factor, we have combined GCM information with experimental data. This procedure has been successfully used in other reactions, such as 12 C(α, γ) 16 O for example [31] . Let us start with the 1/2 + contribution. As shown in Fig. 3 , two states determine the S-factor. The microscopic calculation suggests that interference effects are negligible, and that the 1/2 + S-factor can be approximated by the sum of two isolated states. These states are known experimentally in 19 F, but are not observed in 19 Ne. It is reasonable to assume that the differences between the GCM and experimental energies are identical for the mirror nuclei. The 19 Ne energies have been therefore corrected by this difference, and the partial widths, unknown in 19 F, are modified according to the energy shift. The 19 Ne properties of these states are given in Table 5 , and the two-level S-factor in Fig. 4 . According to the previous discussion, interference effects have been neglected. Comparing with Fig. 3 provides a reduction of the 1/2 + contribution since the resonance is shifted upwards and the subthreshold state downwards. Table 5 Spectroscopic properties (in MeV) of 1/2 + states in 19 Ne near the proton threshold. For the 3/2 + partial wave, a similar procedure has been used. We have complemented the microscopic R-matrix calculation with the two states of the doublet (E cm = 8 keV and 38 keV). Partial widths have been taken from the literature [12] . As the interference signs are not known, we have considered the four possibilities. This procedure provides the different curves in Fig. 4 . They correspond to the total S factor. In Ref. [4] , the authors investigate 3/2 + interference effects in an R-matrix analysis. Considering three 3/2 + levels, Chae et al. find that each of the 8 sign combinations gives a different χ 2 . This conclusion is surprising since a common change of all signs should not modify the S-factor. Within the resonance, Fig. 4 shows that the theory slightly underestimates the data. This could be compensated by a slight readjustment of the partial widths, but our goal here is a qualitative discussion, rather than an accurate fit of the data. The main conclusion from Fig. 4 is that, in the temperature range typical of novae (corresponding to E cm ≈ 0.2 − 0.3 MeV) the uncertainties of the S-factor due to the interference patterns is much smaller than expected [32] . The reason is that the main contribution at nova energies comes from the 1/2 + partial wave.
3. Fig. 5 . The known states are shown as solid thin lines, and the predicted levels (from Table 5 ) are shown as thick lines. The theoretical widths are given in Table 5 The main novelty of this work deals with new 1/2 + states near the proton threshold in 19 Ne. Experimentally, the second state could be observed by elastic scattering. It is interesting to point out that, in a 18 F+p elastic-scattering experiment, Bardayan et al. [11] mention the need for a broad s state to fit their cross section. This experiment was however limited to energies E cm < 1.01 MeV, and a clear identification could not be performed.
We present in Fig. 6 the theoretical scattering cross section at θ cm = 180
• (corresponding to θ lab = 0
• in reverse kinematics). This cross section should be considered as qualitative only, as only the 1/2 + and 3/2 + partial waves have been included (for other partial waves, up to = 2, we use the hard-sphere approximation of the phase shift). The subtreshold 1/2 + state does not play any role near 1.5 MeV. Its contribution is limited to lower energies, where the Coulomb term dominates. Accordingly, the elastic cross section is not sensitive to its properties. The main emphasis should be put on the difference between the cross section with and without the broad 1/2 + state. Its presence provides a clear signature in the cross section, and should be observable in future experiments. 
Conclusion
This work is aimed at providing an exploring study of the 18 F(p,α) 15 O reaction from a microscopic viewpoint. This approach cannot be expected to fit the experimental data but, instead, to give qualitative arguments about the energy spectra, cross sections, and other physical quantities. Consequently, it represents an ideal complement to fitting procedures, such as the phenomenological R-matrix method, which provides more accurate extrapolations, but necessarily requires cross-section or/and spectroscopic data.
The high number of channels included in the present GCM basis represents a challenge. As mentioned in Section 2, the basis involves 28 18 F+p channels, 2 15 O+α channels and 14 18 Ne+n channels. This property allows us to span the sd shell. The main advantage of the GCM is to provide, in addition to spectroscopy, scattering wave functions of the system. This is crucial in lowenergy reactions where the Coulomb interaction is dominant.
We have essentially focused on 1/2 + and 3/2 + states, i.e. s-waves in the 18 F+p system. Our nucleon-nucleon interaction is adjusted on the energy of the 7.07 MeV single-particle state in 19 Ne. All other quantities (resonance energies and widths, cross sections, etc) are obtained without any fitting. As expected for relatively high level densities, the GCM does not reproduce all 19 Ne experimental states. Missing states should have more complicated structures, such as three-body structures and, consequently, should be characterized by small 18 F+p spectroscopic factors. In particular the experimental 3/2 + doublets in 19 F and 19 Ne are not described by the model. In addition it is known (see, for example, Ref. [14] ) that p waves should play a role.
Our main conclusion is that the 1/2 + partial wave plays an important role in the 18 F(p,α) 15 O cross section. This is not surprising as it represents an s wave, but has been dismissed until now. Our model suggests that the 1/2 + contribution should essentially arise from a subthreshold state, and from a broad resonance near 1.4 MeV. In these conditions, the S-factor at typical novae temperatures (E cm 0.2 − 0. 
